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Short Title

FRET assay for proteases by flow cytometry
Abstract

Cytometry is a versatile and powerful method applicable to different fields, particularly pharmacology and biomedical studies. Based on the data obtained, cytometric studies are classified into high-throughput (HTP) or high-content screening (HCS) groups. However, assays combining the advantages of both are required to facilitate research. In this study, we developed a high-throughput system to profile cellular populations in terms of time- or dose-dependent responses to apoptotic stimulations, since apoptotic inducers are potent anti-cancer drugs. We previously established assay systems involving protease to monitor live cells for apoptosis using tuneable FRET-based bioprobes. These assays can be used for microscopic analyses or fluorescence-activated cell sorting. In this study, we developed FRET-based bioprobes to detect the activity of the apoptotic markers caspase-3 and caspase-9 via changes in bioprobe fluorescence lifetimes using a flow cytometer for direct estimation of FRET efficiencies. Different patterns of changes in the fluorescence lifetimes of these markers during apoptosis were observed, indicating a relationship between discrete steps in the apoptosis process. The findings demonstrate the feasibility of evaluating collective cellular dynamics during apoptosis.
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1. Introduction

Cell-based assays are essential components of drug development and medicinal studies; these assays generally succeed in vitro experiments and precede animal trials [1–3]. Various assays have been developed to obtain additional information regarding cellular function; however, standardization and integration of data obtained from these assays present a challenge due to the variation between these assays. Depending on the instrumentation system used, these assays are static or dynamic, statistical or individual, and comprehensive (encompassing a range of measurements and observation targets) or focused. In this study, we developed a functionally-merged, customized cell-based assay that could facilitate drug discovery and basic omics studies.

Flow cytometers are devices generally used in high-throughput (HTP) screening assays analysing heterogeneous cell populations [4–6]. Detection of specific intracellular or cell-surface components using a flow cytometer mainly relies on fluorescence, introduced by labelling the components (of interest) with a fluorophore. Static multi-index evaluation systems have also been established for the promotion of basic and clinical research [7–9]. Alternatively, high-content screening (HCS) for cell-based assays facilitates cellular-imaging analysis with high spatial resolution [10–13]. In HCS, carefully designed sensing molecules are introduced into the cells to enable quantitative evaluation of the conditions within each cell. These evaluations are performed using imaging cytometers or microplate readers developed specifically for this purpose [10–13].

In this study, we combined the advantages of both, HTP and HCS, thus integrating cellular dynamic
characterization with authentic high-throughput analysis in the context of cell population profiling. In addition to the applicable equipment, we used fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based chimeric sensing molecules, known as chimeric FRET bioprobes [14, 15]. All analyses were performed using a flow cytometer designed to measure fluorescence lifetimes. This device allowed for rapid, sensitive, and statistical measurement of the average fluorescence lifetime of a cellular population (several thousand cells per second, lifetime accuracy ≈ 0.02 ns), in the presence of adequate optical filters. FRET-based analyses are generally used to determine changes in fluorescence intensities of all components of the relevant sensing molecules, in order to quantify targets [16–18]. While the apparent changes in fluorescence intensities must be calibrated in order to estimate the net change in fluorescent properties of all components in some cases, other cases require an elaborate technological setup [19–21].

Fluorescence lifetimes of the energy-donor components of FRET pairs reflect the appearance or disappearance of FRET. Systems developed for FRET-based measurement of equivalent performances can be moderately simple and direct [22–26]. Consequently, samples containing FRET-based sensing molecules are judged suitable for HTP fluorescence-lifetime measurements using appropriate apparatus. Numerous attempts have been made to monitor the cellular events using flow cytometry and FRET-based sensing molecules [27–29]; however, these methods have not been exploited or developed chiefly because of the complexity of FRET-based sensing. We have previously fabricated FRET bioprobes for live-cell imaging and common FACS systems [30]. Quantitative analyses of the reaction kinetics of these bioprobes also revealed their functionality.
as artificial substrates in several systems [14, 31, 32]. The developed FRET bioprobes are chimeric molecules consisting of a donor fluorescent protein and an acceptor organic fluorescent dye. These bioprobes can be used in a wide range of analytical systems because of their ease of handling under *in vitro* and *in vivo* conditions, as well as the ease with which their fluorescent properties can be tuned to conform to specific conditions. In fact, we previously tuned the emission profiles of these bioprobes by selecting appropriate donor and acceptor molecules, allowing for the simultaneous utilization of some bioprobes.

Caspase-3, a key protease affecting apoptosis, was before selected as a FRET bioprobe target [33–35]. Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, involves a complicated signal transduction cascade, which includes the activation of a number of kinases and proteases, and alterations in redox states and membrane potentials [36–38]. Cancer cells display anti-apoptotic conditions [39, 40]; therefore, a number of apoptosis-inducing agents have been reported to function as anti-cancer drugs. On the other hand, anti-apoptotic agents that mitigate neurodegeneration caused by apoptosis are known to prevent the spread of neuronal diseases [41–43]. Therefore, to establish a dynamic system to study the cellular population, we generated a FRET bioprobe for caspase-9, an upstream mediator of caspase-3 activity during apoptosis; the signal transduction properties of caspase-9 were compared to those of caspase-3 [44, 45]. In this study, we also demonstrated the feasibility and future applicability of the FRET bioprobe in an apoptotic protease inhibitor/activator screening assay.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Production of green fluorescent protein (GFP) variants for chimeric FRET bioprobes

Mutant GFP was isolated as previously described [30]. Briefly, the previously constructed plasmid pUV5casS22tag, which encodes a GFP derivative for the detection of caspase-3 activity, was transfected into Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) (BioDynamics Laboratory Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The transfected bacteria were cultured in Luria-Bertani medium containing 75 μg/mL ampicillin; the expression of the GFP derivative was induced by isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside. The bacteria were harvested and lysed with a sufficient amount of bacterial protein-extraction reagent, B-PER II (Thermo Scientific Pierce, Rockford, IL). The target protein was separated from the lysate via centrifugation and purified by affinity chromatography using a Ni\(^{2+}\)-NTA resin; the purified protein was reconstituted in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) by gel permeation.

A plasmid encoding a different GFP derivative was generated through inverse polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This newly constructed plasmid was based on pUV5casS52tag, where the caspase-3 recognition sequence DEVD was replaced with the caspase-9 recognition sequence LEHD, allowing for the assessment of caspase-9 activity [44-46]. PCR performance was confirmed by ordinal sequencing; the resulting plasmid (pUV5cas12-1) was transfected into E. coli BL21(DE3). All subsequent procedures, such as bacterial culture, protein production, extraction, and purification were performed as described above in this section for pUV5casS52. We also verified whether this newly established recognition sequence for caspase-9 functioned with our probes in the same way as for caspase-3 mentioned in the paragraph 2.4.
2.2. Preparation of chimeric FRET bioprobes by modification of GFP variants with fluorescent dyes

Purified fluorescent proteins were chemically modified with various fluorescent dyes such as Alexa Fluor 546, Alexa Fluor 594, Alexa Fluor 750 C5-maleimide, BODIPY 630/650 methyl bromide, QSY 7 C5-maleimide (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), or DyLight 680 Maleimide (Thermo Scientific Pierce). The naming convention followed for the resulting complexes was bioprobe-xx, for e.g. bioprobe-QSY 7. Appropriate GFP (100 µL of 20 µM solution) was reduced with 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) for 10 min at room temperature. Excess DTT was removed by gel filtration (NICK column; GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK); an aliquot of the eluate (400 µL) was immediately incubated with 2 µL of the corresponding fluorescent dye (10 mg/mL; in dimethyl sulfoxide) at 37°C for 4 h. The resulting solution was subjected to centrifugal filtration (EMD; Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA) in order to remove any unreacted dye and to concentrate it to an appropriate volume for use in subsequent analyses.

2.3. Investigation of fluorescent properties of the FRET bioprobes

The FRET bioprobes were assessed by fluorescence spectroscopy, using a Shimadzu RF-5300PC spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) at 488 nm (excitation). Fluorescence lifetimes of the FRET bioprobes were determined by confocal time-resolved microscopy, using a MicroTime 200 (PicoQuant GmbH, Berlin, Germany). This microscope is equipped with a picosecond pulse-diode laser that produces an excitatory
pulse at 470 nm, as well as a time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) detector (Single Photon Avalanche Diodes; Micro Photon Devices, Bolzano, Italy) coupled to a TimeHarp 300 PC board (PicoQuant GmbH), which is operated in a time-tagged, time-resolved mode. Data acquisition was performed for 1 min at a fixed confocal position in the solution and the data obtained was subsequently fitted to a fluorescence-decay curve using SymPhoTime 64 software (PicoQuant GmbH) to determine lifetimes and proportions of the various components.

2.4. In vitro confirmation of freshly introduced bioprobe specificity for caspase-9

We prepared bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 532, 546 and 555 using fluorescent protein UV5cas12-1. 1 unit active caspase-3 (MBL Co. Ltd., Nagoya, Japan) or caspase-9 (Abcam plc, Cambridge, UK) was added to an aliquot of 1 μM of any bioprobe-Alexa Fluor dye solution reconstituted in an assay buffer containing 50 mM 2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazin-1-yl] ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), 50 mM NaCl, 0.1% 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl) dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS) detergent, 10 mM DTT, 5% glycerol, and 10 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and incubated at 37°C for 2 h. We also arranged similar sample without caspase as a control. Fluorescence spectra for all samples were measured to check caspase-9 specificity by changes in emission ratios [30] (Supplementary Fig. S1) with Jasco Spectrofluorometer, FP-8500 (Jasco Corp., Tokyo, Japan).
2.5. *In vitro* monitoring of caspase-3 activity by fluorescence-lifetime analysis

The bioprobe concentration was estimated based on the recovery rate of the preparation process. A solution of bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 546 or bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 750 (approximately 10 μM) was added to an assay buffer containing 20 mM 2,2′-piperazine-1,4-diyldiethanesulfonic acid (PIPES), 100 mM NaCl, 0.1% CHAPS detergent, 10 mM DTT, 10% sucrose, and 1 mM EDTA and incubated at 30°C for 2 h with or without 1 U active caspase-3 to monitor caspase-3 activity. Subsequently, the solution was diluted to an appropriate level and fluorescence-lifetime was measured for each sample.

2.6. Introduction of chimeric FRET bioprobes into HeLa cells

A solution of the FRET bioprobe (approximately 25 μM) in PBS (30 μL) was added to a tube containing a 3-μL dry film of BioPORTER reagent (Gene Therapy Systems, San Diego, CA). The mixture was hydrated for approximately 10 min at room temperature. The solution was then suspended in 270 μL HyClone Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM)/High Glucose culture medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts, MA) without foetal bovine serum (FBS) and added to HeLa cells in a 24-well culture plate. The cells were incubated for 4 h at 37°C with 5% CO₂. The residual FRET bioprobes and BioPORTER conjugates were removed by washing the cells with culture medium containing 10% FBS. The cells were then incubated for 1 h in the culture medium; subsequently, the culture medium was replaced with serum-free culture medium containing apoptosis-inducing reagents.
2.7. Flow cytometry of HeLa cells

The culture supernatant from the apoptosis-induced HeLa cells was recovered; the cells were then rinsed with 250 µL 0.2 mM EDTA. The chelating solution was removed and combined with the culture supernatant. The remaining cells were incubated with 250 µL each of Accutase and Accumax (Innovative Cell Technologies, Inc., San Diego, CA) cell-detachment mixtures for 10 min at 37°C. The detachment mixtures with the detached cells were added to the whole recovered solution. Trypsin (0.25%; 250 µL) was then added to the culture plate for complete cell detachment. The solutions containing cell debris were combined with those previously recovered and the resulting solutions were filtered and subjected to flow cytometry analysis, using a Flicyme-300 instrument (Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The fluorescence lifetime, fluorescence intensity, and other optical data displayed by the harvested cell population (50,000 cells) were monitored by excitation using a 440-nm semiconductor laser (60 mW). The data obtained was processed using FlowJO software (FlowJO LLC, Ashland, OR).

2.8. Induction of apoptosis in HeLa cells

HeLa cells with internalized bioprobes were incubated in HyClone DMEM/High Glucose culture medium supplemented with 10% FBS for 1 h. The medium was then replaced with FBS-free culture medium. Appropriate amounts of tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α; 100 ng/mL) and low (0.5 mg/mL) or high (2 mg/mL)
doses of 4-\{(2R)-2-[(1S,3S,5S)-3,5-dimethyl-2-oxocyclohexyl]-2-hydroxyethyl\}piperidine-2,6-dione (cycloheximide) were added to the fresh medium. The treated cells were incubated for 6 h before harvesting for Flicyme analysis. Cells were also collected after 2 and 4 h in the case of the high-dose treatment.

3. Results

Several chimeric FRET bioprobes were prepared for caspase-3 detection (bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 546, bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 594, bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 750, bioprobe-BODIPY 630/650, and bioprobe-QSY 7) using the pUV5casS22tag plasmid and the original unmodified GFP variant, in order to investigate their fluorescence-lifetime components. Fluorescence decay was determined from the TCSPC histograms and good trail-fits were obtained using mono- or multi-exponential decay models. In most cases, well-fitted bi-exponential curves corresponding to unmodified GFP variants and their complexes, were obtained with the various dyes (the decay curves are not shown). Fluorescence lifetime $[\tau]$ was defined as the average time that the fluorophore remained in the excited state before returning to ground state by emitting a fluorescence photon. The major $\tau$ value of the GFP variant used in this study was 2.6 ns, which was close to previously determined values [47–49]. However, the bioprobes displayed much shorter lifetimes because of their high FRET efficiencies: the fluorescence lifetimes of the complexes containing Alexa Fluor 546, 594, and 750, BODIPY 630/650, and QSY 7 were 0.14, 0.18, 0.65, 0.25, and $>>$ 0.1 ns, respectively. Upon enzymatic digestion, the bioprobes showed decreased FRET efficiency as a result of their conversion into unmodified GFP-like
structures through proteolysis (Scheme 1). Therefore, the fluorescence lifetime was observed to increase to 2.6 ns when the activity of caspase-3, a cysteine protease, was investigated in vitro using bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 546 and bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 750 under the experimental conditions mentioned in Section 2. Based on the fluorescence decay curves, the bioprobe samples were originally estimated to contain a reasonable quantity of the 2.6-ns component, attributed to the inseparable unmodified-GFP fraction. This amounted to a maximum of 40%, which depended on the kind of fluorescent dye used for modification. Even though we introduced thiol-reactive fluorescent dye derivatives that were supposed to bind to thiol groups equally, their reaction efficiencies fluctuated under the same conditions. However, the bioprobes, fluorescent protein-bound fluorescent dyes, with shorter lifetimes, showed sufficient changes in percentage occupation to facilitate the quantification of FRET increase from the initial unmodified-GFP component without any calibration. Using comparable data processing, the 2.6-ns component present in the bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 546 sample was found to increase from 14% to 73% during proteolysis. A similar change (from 40% to 98%) was observed for bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 750 (Fig. 1). These results show that the measured fluorescence lifetimes of the FRET bioprobes have greater applicability in quantitative assays of biological events compared to ordinary FRET measurements. Moreover, Alexa Flour 750 is a fine acceptor molecule, free from supposed compensation, which would facilitate the expedient and direct use of our system for high-throughput assays.

Having demonstrated the evaluation of FRET bioprobes in vitro, the probes were introduced into cells and their fluorescence lifetime within the cells was measured statistically using Flicyme. A verified GFP variant for
caspase-3 monitoring [15] and an additional variant for caspase-9 sensing were constructed; these fluorescence proteins were modified with selected dyes. The modified proteins were then incorporated into cells using the BioPORTER reagent as per the manufacturer instructions. Flicyme analysis measures the average fluorescence lifetimes of all components within each cell within a population; therefore, we attempted to use cells in a steady state for all analyses, to maintain a constant cell microenvironment and account for the sensitivity of fluorescence lifetime to various factors such as ionic strength, pH, or temperature [25, 26]. Eventually, DyLight 680 (bioprobe for caspase-9) and Alexa Fluor 750 (bioprobe for caspase-3) were selected as acceptor molecules. This was further ascribed to the relative robustness of the bioprobes’ fluorescence lifetime absolute values, as a result of the inevitable fluctuations in cellular conditions. DyLight 680 is also ideal for FRET-based high-throughput analysis compared with calibration-free Alexa Fluor 750, described above. Following the incorporation of bioprobes into the cells, the simple diffusion capacity of the probes was analysed by determining the quantity of expressed proteins within the cells by microscopic analysis [15]. For this purpose, apoptosis was induced, by the action of chemical reagents, in pre-treated cells; the cells were subsequently harvested, as described in Section 2. The cells were then analysed using Flicyme. The obtained data was processed using FlowJO software and analysed by careful gating (Supplementary Fig. S2). Firstly, parameters were set for the intensity thresholds of the donor and acceptor fluorescence, in order to eliminate cell populations that demonstrated no uptake of bioprobes. The fluorescence lifetime distributions of the gated cell populations were then explored and the results were plotted as representative histograms (Fig. 2). Time-point
data for the lifetime distribution of the bioprobes for caspase-9 and caspase-3 obtained from the histograms, demonstrated time-dependent shifts toward longer fluorescence lifetimes (Fig. 2A). Dose-response data for the fluorescence-lifetime distributions of the bioprobes also exhibited comparable shifts to longer fluorescence lifetimes (Fig. 2B). The longer lifetimes implied a progress in FRET cancellations upon protease activation.

The shift patterns of the histograms were very similar; however, absolute time or dose dependencies of the apoptotic responses were observed for all trials. The shift patterns of the respective enzymes were compared in greater detail by calculating the median values of the fluorescence lifetimes from individual histograms for 3 experimental runs. The median, and not the mean values exemplify the distinctive feature of populations during the handling of such asymmetric histograms. The average of median values obtained from 3 histograms were plotted as a function of time or dose (Fig. 3). Caspase-9 activation was relatively reproducible and was almost saturated within 2 h, remaining constant thereafter. On the other hand, caspase-3 activation varied for each experiment; however, the activation was generally initiated at around 2 h and proceeded gradually (Fig. 3A). The dose-dependency histograms (Fig. 3B) appeared to show oscillations in caspase-9 activation upon treatment with various quantities of inducers. The extent of caspase-3 activation appeared to show a closer relationship to the dose. Relatively large errors in processed data for each distinct parameter response during apoptotic activity (Fig. 3) may indicate actual oscillation in each cell. This suggests that the relationship between 2 significant apoptotic proteases could be interpreted by high-throughput measurement of the fluorescence lifetimes of FRET bioprobes, similar to the analysis of the corresponding performances by
live-cell imaging, rather than using the usual bulk assay.

4. Discussion

Statistical, versatile, and specific assays of cellular events are essential tools for omics studies and drug development; therefore, there is a continuous increase in the demand for such assays. In this study therefore, we developed a combination of high-throughput assay and dynamic characterization of living cells. Our aim was to establish an advanced system for dynamic studies of various cell populations. This method was applied for high-throughput analysis of apoptosis-induction processes, using a varied signal transduction model. In order to ensure the reliability and ease-of-use of our system, robust and sensitive FRET-based, chimeric sensing molecules, or chimeric FRET bioprobes, were prepared and applied to a fluorescence-lifetime detection apparatus. Each chimeric FRET bioprobe consisted of a fluorescent protein linked to an organic dye through a covalent bond; while afforded ease of replacing the dye [30] and thus, we demonstrated control of fluorescence lifetime by an appropriate choice of dye. The fluorescence lifetimes of chimeric FRET bioprobes were shown, by in vitro experiments, to be suitable for use in quantitative monitoring of biological events. Furthermore, different bioprobes with distinctive fluorescence properties for different targets were believed to display independent fluorescence lifetimes (despite being in a mixture), allowing for their use as discriminatory sensor molecules in mixed samples. The developed FRET bioprobes are also useful as normalized sensor molecules. These features prompted the comparison of divergent phenomena in cellular dynamics using various FRET
bioprobes (simultaneously).

The chimeric nature of the bioprobes permits a wide choice of components; therefore, bioprobes that are not overly affected by cell conditions during the measurement of their fluorescence lifetimes can be conducted for cell-based experiments. The apparatus employed in this study for lifetime measurements, Flicyme, delivered average fluorescence lifetimes for single cells; therefore, we constructed histograms depicting the distributions of fluorescence lifetimes in significant cell populations stimulated to undergo apoptosis by drug treatment, after gating with fluorescence intensities. We observed shifts in the histograms corresponding to longer fluorescence lifetimes, which could be attributed to dose- and time-dependent cancellation of FRET. We selected median values (rather than mean) for all further population analyses because of the asymmetry of the resulting histograms. Thus, we determined the median values from 3 repeated runs, as shown in Fig. 3. Subtle distinctions in dose-dependencies were observed between the two caspases (Fig. 3B). This appeared to indicate greater oscillation, especially in the case of caspase-9 activation, upon treatment with various amounts of inducers. The extent of caspase-3 activation was directly dependent on the dose. The time-dependence of caspase activation was recognizable for caspase-9, but not for caspase-3 (at the same stage). We previously demonstrated that multiplications of caspase-9 enhanced levels and their duration programmed times to activate caspase-3 that were average in 3 h after apoptotic induction we introduced here (unpublished data). So unique factor seemed to be much fluctuated in a cell. Consequently, activation characteristics of the 2 caspases (identified in this study) upon induction of apoptosis appeared to be consistent with their different roles (as a
mediator or as an executor) in the signalling pathway [33–38]. Therefore, we suggest that coupling of the chimeric FRET bioprobes and high-throughput fluorescence lifetime measurements might provide a reliable system for the evaluation of cellular signal transduction. The use of these FRET bioprobes could also be extended to new targets; therefore, this system could be utilized as a conventional cell-based assay in the future.

5. Conclusions

The dynamic responses of cell populations to agents that stimulate apoptotic signal transduction were quantitatively and statistically analysed. This was achieved by a combination of flow cytometry and fluorescence-lifetime measurements of FRET bioprobes within cells; the FRET-based sensing molecules targeted various cellular events and the currently established component technologies were carefully compared and adjusted. The main objective of this study was to confirm the effectiveness of a novel analytical method developed using the advances in both HTP and HCS systems, and the results obtained achieved this purpose. Furthermore, this system could be applied to versatile signal transduction pathways. Therefore, we conclude that the system developed in this study could be applied as a common approach.
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Abbreviations used

HTP, high-throughput screening, HCS, high-content screening, FRET, fluorescence resonance energy transfer,
FACS, fluorescence activated cell sorter, GFP, green fluorescent protein, PBS, phosphate buffered saline, DTT,
dithiothreitol, HEPES, 2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazin-1-yl] ethanesulfonic acid, PIPES,
d,4-Piperazinediethanesulfonic acid, TCSPC, time-correlated single-photon counting,
CHAPS, 3-[(3-Cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate, FBS, fetal bovine serum, TNF, tumor
carcinoma necrosis factor
Scheme 1. The mechanism of protease sensing by chimeric FRET bioprobes. FRET occurs between a green fluorescent protein and an organic dye containing a bioprobe. The protease recognition sequence is located between the GFP and the binding site for the dye; therefore, FRET disappears when the dye is released from the fluorescent protein, along with the digested protein fragments.

Fig. 1. Fluorescence lifetime component analysis upon treatment with caspase-3. Chimeric FRET bioprobes for caspase-3, which utilised GFP as the donor and AlexaFluor 546 or AlexaFluor 750 as the acceptor molecule, were incubated in an assay buffer with or without 1 U caspase-3 at 30°C for 2 h. The fluorescence lifetime of each of the reaction products was measured using a MicroTime-200 (with excitation) at 470 nm; the results were analysed to fit one of several fluorescence-lifetime exponential decay curves (representative results from 3 independent trials are shown here).

Fig. 2. (A) Time-dependent profiles of fluorescence lifetime distributions upon induction of apoptosis. HeLa cells containing FRET bioprobes for caspase-3 (left) or caspase-9 (right), were treated with 100 ng/mL TNF-α and 2 mg/mL cycloheximide (in order to induce apoptosis) and subsequently cultured for 2 h (blue) or 4 h (green). The cells were harvested and subjected to flow cytometry to determine the fluorescence-lifetime
distributions of individual cell populations. Untreated HeLa cells were also harvested and subjected to a similar analysis (red, control). (B) Reagent-dose dependency of the fluorescence lifetime distribution upon induction of apoptosis. HeLa cells, containing the appropriate FRET bioprobes for caspase-3 (left) or caspase-9 (right), were treated with 100 ng/mL TNF-α and 0.5 mg/mL (low dose, blue) or 2 mg/mL (high dose, green) cycloheximide for 6 h to induce apoptosis. Cells were harvested for flow cytometric analysis. Untreated cells were also examined (red).

**Fig. 3.** (A) Time-dependent shifts in the median values of the fluorescence lifetime distributions of HeLa cell populations containing caspase-3-sensing (right) or caspase-9-sensing (left) bioprobes. The median values of the fluorescence-lifetime distributions obtained from Fig. 3A (from 3 experiments) were plotted as a function of time. (B) Reagent dose-dependency of the changes in the median values of fluorescence-lifetime distributions of HeLa cell populations containing the caspase-3-sensing (right) or caspase-9-sensing (left) bioprobes. The median values of the fluorescence-lifetime distributions from Fig. 3B (from 3 experiments) are displayed for each dose.
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Supplementary Fig. S1. Changes in the emission patterns of bioprobe-Alexa Fluor 555 on *in vitro* treatments with caspase-3 or caspase-9. Emission profiles in the presence of caspase-3 (thin line) or caspase-9 (thick line) or absence of caspase (dashed line) were assessed. We normalized emission ratios (dye emission maximum/fluorescent protein emission maximum) in the absence of caspase as 1 and calculated emission ratios in the presence of caspase-3 or caspase-9. FRET cancellation due to enzymatic digestion were represented by values over 1 (in set table). We tried this evaluation twice in every cases.
Supplementary Fig. S2. Gating scheme for fluorescence-lifetime distribution analysis. The non-fluorescent cell population was identified to facilitate the extraction of the fluorescent/bioprobe-introduced cell population, by enclosing the non-bioprobe-introduced cells (dot-plot figure on the left) in a discriminatory gate. The bioprobe-introduced cell population, or the population existing outside the border of the non-bioprobe-introduced cell gate, was then successfully estimated (dot-plot figure in the middle). The single cell average fluorescence-lifetime for each cell population was calculated using the histograms depicting the individual fluorescence-lifetime distributions (histograms on the right).
Gating scheme for fluorescence-lifetime distribution analysis
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